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Deutsche Bank and Sydney Contemporary announce
new partnership
Deutsche Bank is pleased to announce a partnership with Sydney Contemporary,
Australia’s premier contemporary art fair. As Principal Partner of the Fair for up to
three years, Deutsche Bank is strengthening its commitment to making
contemporary art accessible to new audiences.
James Roth, Deutsche Bank’s Co-Head of Corporate Finance Australia and
member of the Biennale of Sydney’s Board of Directors, said: “We are thrilled to
be partnering with Sydney Contemporary. This partnership is a reflection of both
our long-standing commitment to contemporary art in Australia and our endorsement of the Sydney Contemporary’s success as Australia’s largest and most
diverse gathering of local and international galleries.”
Roth continued: “We are incredibly proud of our commitment to contemporary art
and consider it an important part of our cultural fabric. This new collaboration is in
line with the Bank’s sponsorship of other leading art fairs around the globe,
including the Frieze Art Fair and Frieze Masters in London as well as Frieze New
York, and provides us with an exciting opportunity to engage with clients,
employees and the art loving public.”
Sydney Contemporary founder, Tim Etchells, stated: “We are delighted that
Deutsche Bank has decided to partner with Sydney Contemporary. Their passion
for art is unprecedented in the corporate sector. We first worked with Deutsche
Bank in the early days of Art HK, and they were great partners. We are looking
forward to renewing the relationship going forward.”
About Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Bank’s partnership with Sydney Contemporary extends its global
commitment to promoting cultural vibrancy in the markets in which it conducts
business. Under the motto “Art Works”, Deutsche Bank has made contemporary
art widely accessible through its own collection, exhibitions and cooperative
ventures for over 35 years. Today, the Deutsche Bank Collection is one of the
most significant corporate art collections in the world. In April 2016, Deutsche
Bank united its activities in support of Art, Culture & Sport (ACS) into one
independent unit.
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In Australia, Deutsche Bank has enjoyed a relationship with the Biennale of
Sydney and the Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA) Australia for many years.
The Bank’s Education Partnership with the MCA (2010-2016) is still one of the
most significant commitments to contemporary art in Australia, enabling the
launch of the National Centre for Creative Learning, with more than 88,000
visitors since its opening in 2013.
For more information about Deutsche Bank’s Global Art Program, please go to
art.db.com and db-artmag.com
About Sydney Contemporary
Sydney Contemporary is Australia’s international art fair, showcasing work by
emerging and established artists from leading Australian and international
galleries. Housed once again in Carriageworks, located within Sydney’s striking
contemporary arts precinct, the third edition will take place from 7 to 10
September 2017.
With a thriving art scene and a growing collector base, Sydney is a dynamic
cultural destination with an international reputation for presenting the very best in
visual art through its public institutions, private collections, leading commercial
galleries and the internationally renowned Biennale of Sydney, the third oldest in
the world. Defined by the vibrancy of its host city, Sydney Contemporary provides
commercial galleries with a dynamic platform to showcase the work of emerging
and established artists, enabling local and visiting audiences to build on their
existing knowledge, and develop their international art collections.
http://sydneycontemporary.com.au/
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Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Bank provides commercial and investment banking, retail banking, transaction banking
and asset and wealth management products and services to corporations, governments,
institutional investors, small and medium-sized businesses, and private individuals. Deutsche
Bank is Germany’s leading bank, with a strong position in Europe and a significant presence in the
Americas and Asia Pacific.
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